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Paper One | All My Sons : Lecture 5 
Denial and Deception: The Truth Unearthed  
 
LECTURE OVERVIEW 
Topic 
“A paradox of denial.” How far do you think this is a helpful comment in your reading of the play? 
 
Thesis 
The human condition of post-war America is regarded as truly a paradox of denial- where denial is a seemingly 
normal way to survive reality. Miller illustrates the fundamental paradox of denial whereby in the process of denying 
truth and its correspondent reality, the characters ultimately set in motion the impulse of truth that leads to 
catastrophic repercussions that rupture the very concepts the characters tried to protect such as the self and family.  

Methods 
1. Language:  The recurrence of subtext, use of questions, repetition, pauses, ellipses collectively point towards the 
gaps in each character’s version of reality. 
2. Characterisation: Miller portrays the complexity of the father-son relationship, delusional Mother as a self-
preservation device, the role of neighbours in colluding in the denial 
3. Symbol:  The tree stump, storm, Kate’s dreams, court letter, Larry’s letter as symbols of denial/ truth 
4.Setting & Motif: Nostalgic references to the past indirectly invite the truth to return to the present to inform and 
interrogate the characters/ the jail motif/ poplar trees hint at the moral isolation and hidden guilt of the Kellers’ 
5. Setting: The Keller’s home as a space of that denies time, ensconced by the thickening poplars hint at their 
mendacity. 
6. Dramatic Structure: The play moves from ignorance in Act One to knowledge in Act Two, denial to truth in Act 
Two, truth to tragedy in Act Three.  
 
Concerns 
1. Denial & Deception: Miller’s characters lie to themselves in order to preserve their fragile states of self/identity in 
the face of a post-war America.  
2. Truth & Revelation: The effervescence with which Miller’s characters cling onto their own versions of truth 
through their denial ineffectually lead towards the revelation of actual truth. 
 
Questions 
1. What is the significance of Kate’s dreams? 
2. What is the symbolic function of the tree and subsequently, Chris’ attempts to remove the tree completely?  
3. What is significant of the “final reveal” of the Larry’s letter? What does Miller convey through the climatic ending 
of Keller’s death? 
4. Why does Kate maintain Larry’s room in its original condition?  
5. How apt is the use of subtext, pauses and ellipses in conveying the theme of denial? 
6. How does Miller present the dominance of the past on the characters in the play?  
7. How does the past threaten the present and the future? 
8. How is suspense created in each act? 
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DENIAL AS THE VERY MECHANISM FOR THE EMERGENCE OF TRUTH 
 
This is a play about betrayal, […] about self-deceit , about self-righteousness, about domestic life as evasion, about 
the space between appearance and reality, about the suspect nature of language, about denial , about repression, 
about the gulf between the times we live in and the people we wish to believe ourselves to be, about the fragility of 
what we take to be reality, about time  as enemy and time as moral force. 

Christopher Bigsby, Arthur Miller: A Critical Study 
 
In All My Sons, one may argue that Miller addresses the act of denial that his audience, which upon exiting 
the war, were participating in, in an attempt to cope with its post-war trauma. In the play, Miller’s 
characters each act out some form of denial in an attempt to protect the individual or family. However, by 
the end of the play, the audience is presented with the paradox of denial where in the process of denying 
truth and reality; the characters ultimately set in motion the impulse of truth that leads to self-destruction 
and destruction of the family and unravel the fabric of society as they know it. 
 
In considering the dramatic structure of All My Sons we are able to track a progression of denial as a 
running vein, moving from Act One when we are exposed to Kate’s self-delusion and discern traces of 
concealment through the setting of the Keller house, the struck-down stump of Larry’s tree and exchanges 
regarding the ‘jail business’. Through this structure the play then moves away from ignorance towards 
knowledge in Act Two; denial to truth in Act Two when George enters the fray and poses accusatory 
questions of Chris, Kate and Joe. While Act Two provides us with the truth through Mother’s slip, denial 
takes other forms when we see Joe Keller profusely denying culpability through his evasion of culpability. 
Joe’s outright refusal to admit and confront the reality of his actions then gives way to the revelation of 
Larry’s letter giving rise to tragedy in Act Three. 
 
THE MOTHER OF DENIAL : PERSISTENCE OF AN ALTERNATE REALITY 
As established in the last lecture, Kate’s sense of self is almost entirely derived from her role as a mother 
who is expected to take care of the household. In the words of Miller, women are also expected to 
‘preserve the nest’ (Miller) and maintain the stability of the household by bearing the responsibility of 
being at the “centre” or “core” of the hearth. Having a son missing in action also renders her somewhat 
redundant in her role as Mother, hence her adamance that Larry is still alive stems from a place beyond 
her inability to comprehend the finality of death having been impressed upon her youngest son simply 
because it threatens her own reflection of her role as preserver of the hearth. 
 
MOTHER: Nothing. Just that you – remember him, he’s in your thoughts. …  
MOTHER: No, don’t you remember? That’s Larry’s room… 
ANN: (slowly rising, a little embarrassed) Well, it never occurred to me that you’d – I mean the shoes are 
all shined. (Act One, 26-27) 
  
In the play, Kate attempts to preserve the “nest” when she preserves the spaces and memory of Larry. 
By keeping Larry’s shoes ‘all shined’ and maintaining Larry’s room in its original condition three years 
after his disappearance, Mother denies the reality of Larry’s disappearance, in a desperate attempt to fix 
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the domestic scene in the past. Mother’s hopeful assertion that Larry is ‘in [Ann’s] thoughts’ and 
insistence that Ann ‘remember[s]’ highlights how Mother attempts to preserve Larry’s existence 
through the act of remembrance and memories, in this way, denying the truth and reality of Larry’s 
disappearance. Mother’s denial here is presented through the act of preservation of the past and can 
also be analysed as setting in which the Keller’s house is maintained in such a way as to preserve the 
idllyic past. The depiction of Mother’s act of recreating Larry’s presence is also clearly dramatised 
through the highly symbolic dream sequence.  
 
MOTHER: […] (Raising her arm over he audience.)…More, more than a dream… He was so real I could 
reach out and touch him. And suddenly he started to fall. And crying, crying to me.. Mom, Mom! I 
could hear him like he was in the room. Mom! … it was his voice! If I could touch him I knew I could stop 
him, if I could only – (Breaks off, allowing her outstretched hand to fall.) I woke up and it was so funny – 
The wind… it was like the roaring of his engine. I came out here… I must’ve still been half asleep. I could 
hear the roaring like he was going by. (Act One, 20-21) 
What is the significance of Kate’s dream sequence in Act One? 
 
 
 
 
 
By doing so, Kate chooses to live in a state of denial through the creation of an alternate reality. Kate’s 
repetition of the modal verb1 ‘I could’ suggests that her dream is conflated with reality to become ‘more, 
more than a dream’ but an alternate reality where she can ‘hear’ and ‘reach out and touch’ Larry, and will 
him into being. The dream sequence is also coloured through the synaesthesia that Kate invokes through 
the multi-sensory imagery appealing to the sense of sound, hearing and touch captured in the recount of 
her dream. Kate’s trance-like movements as she ‘gets up and goes aimless toward the trees on rising’ (20) 
and ‘rais[es] her arm over the audience’ (20) portrays Kate as disconnected from reality to a point that 
borders on madness; yet in brushing off her dream as ‘so funny’ we see her displaying her rationality. Even 
as she employs a series of rhetorical strategies in re-piecing her dream, the very act of her showing that 
she knew it was too vivid to be true, and therefore ‘funny’ or strange for her dream to be so real to her, 
invokes sympathy and understanding from the audience.  The collective picture that Kate convincingly 
presents through these devices serve to invite the audience into believing along with her, and playing along 
with her alternate reality. 
Apart from the dream sequence how else is Kate’s denial presented?  
 
 
 
MOTHER: (She is looking at tree. She suddenly realizes something, turns with a reprimanding finger shaking 
slightly at Keller.) See? We should never have planted that tree. I said so in the first place; it was too soon to 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  A	  modal	  verb	  is	  an	  auxiliary	  verb	  that	  expresses	  necessity	  or	  possibility.	  English	  modal	  verbs	  include	  must,	  shall,	  will,	  should,	  would,	  
can,	  could,	  may,	  and	  might.	  
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plant a tree for him. 
CHRIS: (alarmed) Too soon! 
MOTHER: (angering) We rushed into it. Everybody was in such a hurry to bury him. I said not to plant it 
yet. (to Keller) I told you to — ! 
CHRIS: Mother, Mother! (She looks into his face.) The wind blew it down. What significance has that 
got?... I've been thinking, y'know? — maybe we ought to put our minds to forgetting him? (Act One, 21) 
 
Just as Mother lulls the audience into her reverie of an alternate reality, as the epitome of self-
deception and denial, she is not merely content to insist on her own denial but imposes her version of 
“truth” upon the other characters around her, forcing their complicity in her self-delusion. 
 
MOTHER: I want you to act like he’s coming back. … 
MOTHER: Believe with me, Joe. I can’t stand all alone 
KELLER: Calm yourself… 
MOTHER: You above all have got to believe, you –  
KELLER: (rising) Why me above all? 
MOTHER: Just don’t stop believing. (Act One, 23)  
 
MOTHER: There are just a few things you don’t know. All of you. And I’ll tell you one of them, Annie. 
Deep, deep in your heart, you’ve always been waiting for him. 
ANN: (resolutely) No, Kate. 
MOTHER: (with increasing demand) But deep in your heart, Annie! 
CHRIS: She ought to know, shouldn’t she? 
MOTHER: Don’t let them tell you what to think. Listen to your heart. Only your heart. (Act One, 29) 
 
Mother instructively commands to Joe to ‘act like [Larry’s] coming back’ and this is reinforced by her 
repetitive pleas for Joe to ‘believe with [her]’. In Kate’s conversation with Ann, her repetition of ‘in your 
heart’ hints to the audience that it is in fact Kate’s deepest desire that she is articulating. Kate’s instruction 
to Ann to not ‘let them tell [her] what to think’ is ironic as the audience recognises that Kate is the one 
who is forcefully pleading with Ann to participate in her delusion. Hence, Mother’s delusion and denial of 
truth is one that Kate invites and insists on the participation of the other characters. 
 
What is the significance of Mother’s delusions to the other characters in the play? 
Mother’s  initial self-deception as a coping mechanism for her grief invokes sympathy in the audience in 
seeing as simply a mother unable to fathom the absolute loss of a son. Yet, we begin to detect hints of 
something more sinister, evident in her threatening tone that the imperative in ‘you above all have got to 
believe’ is laced with.  
 
Due to the seemingly random outbursts of displaced emotion, language of manipulation and intense 
desperation that colours her behaviour and characterises her exchanges we become increasingly aware of 
what her denial serves to protect her family against. 
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MOTHER: There’s no jail here.  
KELLER: (as though to say, ‘Oh-what-the-hell-let-him-believe-there-is’) Kate –  
MOTHER: There’s no jail here! I want you to stop that jail business! (Act One, 23) 
What type of declarations does Mother make here? 
What is the purpose of these declarations? 
 
 
 
 
 
As such, Miller highlights the extent to which Kate demands that all the characters are made complicit in 
the act of denying the reality of Larry’s disappearance. Through Mother’s rallying of the other characters 
to join in her pursuit of an alternate reality she can indirectly veer them away from the revelation of truth 
and any hint of the Kellers’ mendacity. Nevertheless the fervour with which she dispels this notion already 
invites suspicion, tempting the truth to interrogate the present. While Act One invites suspicion, the 
sequence in Act Two outright slams it on the table with the arrival of George in hot pursuit of truth. 
 
MOTHER: Georgie, Georgie… None of us changed, Georgie. We all love you. Joe was just talking about 
the day you were born and the water got shut off… (They laugh. She sees the juice. To Ann) Why didn't you 
give him some juice! 
… 
MOTHER: (at last confessing the tension) Why should he argue? (She goes to him. With 
desperation and compassion, stroking his hair) Georgie and us have no argument. How 
could we have an argument, Georgie? We all got hit by the same lightning  
… 
MOTHER: …Why must you make believe you hate us? Is that another principle?—that you have to hate 
us? You don’t hate us, George, I know you, you can’t fool me, I diapered you. (Act Two, 62-67) 
 
Upon George’s arrival, we see how Mother through her nostalgic references to the past as well as the overt 
characterisation of Mother, the maternal and doting old neighbour, smothers George and swaddles him to 
the extent of clouding his judgement, weakening his initial resolve.  Mother’s continual reference to tales 
of George’s birth and infanthood coupled with her mollycoddling in the present seems to be a strategic 
mode of manipulation. We see this in the affectionate nickname, ‘Georgie, Georgie’, the force with which 
she tries to fatten George up;( ‘Thrusting glass into George's hand’) as well as the language of manipulation 
through the declaratives, imperatives and interrogatives which Kate doesn’t give George a chance to 
respond to. Mother thus effectively infantilises George through imposing their history upon him in order 
to replace his current vindictive intentions with a sympathetic, trusting nature. 
 
DENIAL OF CULPABILITY : TWO DEGREES OF DETACHMENT 
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While Kate rejects reality and even manipulates the reality of others to preserve and maintain the stability 
of the family, Joe’s act of denial in the form of lying and story-telling is rooted in self-interest as he seeks 
to avoid taking the responsibility for causing his son’s death and for failing to fulfil the social contract with 
the community. 
 
KELLER: Picture it now; none of them believed I was innocent. The story was, I pulled a fast one getting 
myself exonerated. So I get out of my car, and I walk down the street. But very slow. And with a smile... 
Kid, walkin’ down the street that day I was guilty as hell. Except I wasn’t, and there was a court paper in 
my pocket to prove I wasn’t… Result? Fourteen months later I had one of the best shops in the state 
again, a respected man again; bigger than ever. (Act One, 32) 
 
KELLER: As long as I know him, twenty-five years, the man never learned how to take the blame. … 
There are certain men in the world who rather see everybody hung before they’ll take blame. (Act Two, 
70) 
 
Joe combines lies with story-telling as he elaborately describes the day he was released to reinforce that he 
‘wasn’t’ guilty. His self-confident “top-dog” attitude is conveyed as he boasts about the recovery of his 
shop and his success as he transformed it into ‘one of the best’ again. Just as Mother represses the truth as 
a form of self-preservation to cope with her grief, Joe represses the truth but out of self-interest. 
 
CHRIS: You have such a talent for ignoring things. 
KELLER: I ignore what I gotta ignore. (Act One, 15) 
 
Miller evinces the fact that Joe participates in an elaborate fictionalisation to portray himself as someone 
to be admired and revered purely out of a self-defense mechanism. From his blunt admission, ‘I ignore 
what I gotta ignore’ we see that Joe’s act of lying is an act of self-preservation, protecting himself and his 
family, to avoid incarceration that revolves around the individualistic, business-oriented, survivalist 
mentality of the American Consciousness in post-war America. 
 
Yet, Keller’s statements reek of irony as he declares that Steve ‘never learned how to take the blame’ and 
that there are men who ‘rather see everybody hung before they’ll take blame’. Keller is portrayed as a man 
in conflict as he externalises the blame by crucifying Steve. Joe’s focus on the court letter as a symbol of 
his innocence also echoes the notion that proof of Joe’s innocence does not lie within himself but is 
dependant on external validation, further generating suspicion.  
 
KELLER: And I don’t understand why he has to crucify the man. 
CHRIS: Well, it’s her father, if she feels- 
KELLER: No, no.  
CHRIS: (almost angrily) What’s it to you? Why—? 
KELLER: (commanding outburst in high nervousness) A father is a father! (as though his outburst had revealed 
him, he looks about, wanting to retract it…) 
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Keller’s conscience involuntarily highlights his avoidance of the responsibility of killing the other soldiers 
since his motivations draw from his inner psyche of being a father and the “larger” responsibility (according 
to him) that he had to consider in spite of how his actions challenges the social contract. Like Mother, 
Joe’s emotions spike threatening to betray his guilt, as is evident in his ‘commanding outburst’ blurting out 
that ‘A father is a father!’ and his immediate desire to rescind the statement. Beyond this, we are witness 
to how his excessive dependence on recounts and proof of his innocence set themselves up as the very 
mechanism that dispels our belief of his innocence as the truth threatens to explode.  
 
DENIAL OF KNOWLEDGE : IGNORING / SILENCE FOR SELF-INTEREST 
 
“Everybody knew that a lot of hanky only was going on...a lot of illicit fortunes were being made, a lot of junk 
was being sold to the armed services, we all knew that. All the rules were being violated everyday but you 
wanted not to mention it." (Miller) 
 
In All My Sons, Miller also portrays how the other characters in the play are all complicit in this denial as 
they each engage in some of form of avoidance or silence in order to deny their responsibility and 
involvement in the crime, thereby preserving their fragile states of completeness.  
 
ANN: But I never once said I suspected him. (Act Two, 50) 
 
SUE: Everybody knows Joe pulled a fast one to get out of jail… There’s not a person on the block who 
doesn’t know the truth. (Act Two, 49) 
 
JIM: Don’t be afraid, Kate, I know. I’ve always known.  
MOTHER: I always had a feeling that in the back of his head, Chris… almost knew. I didn’t think it would 
be such a shock. 
JIM: (gets up) Chris would never know how to live with a thing like that. It takes a certain talent – for 
lying. You have it, and I do. But not him. (Act Three, 80) 
 
What is the significance of Jim and Sue? 
The fact that both Jim and Sue collectively admit to ‘always’ ‘know[ing] the truth’ reveal how the rest of 
the community similarly choose to ignore what they can ignore and participate in this act of feigned 
ignorance. It is perhaps more significant to consider in what ways Chris has been participating in this denial, 
given his obvious moral leanings and his eventual shock and shame upon the revelation of Keller’s guilt.  
 
KELLER: I want a new sign over the plant – Christopher Keller, Incorporated. 
CHRIS: (a little uneasily) J.O. Keller is good enough. (Act One, 41)  
 
GEORGE: You know in your heart Joe did it. … 
CHRIS: (whirling him around) Lower your voice or I’ll throw you out of here! … 
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GEORGE: Oh, Chris, you’re a liar to yourself!  
ANN: (deeply shaken) Don’t talk like that! 
CHRIS: (sits facing George) Tell me, George. What happened? (Act Two, 61) 
 
GEORGE: He knows, Annie. He knows! 
CHRIS: I’m not afraid of the answer. I know the answer. But my mother isn’t well and I don’t want a 
fight here now. (Act Two, 62) 
 
Chris’ apprehension to have his name included in the signboard over the plant alludes to Chris’ rejection of 
the truth and involvement of the crime. George’s repeated accusations that Chris ‘know[s] in [his] heart’ 
suggest that Chris is subconsciously aware of Joe’s culpability. Chris’ response in the form of  a command 
to ‘lower his voice’ fails to address George’s statement that alludes to his complicity. Chris’ denial is 
reinforced when his emphatic declaration that he ‘know[s] the answer’ is again followed by a statement 
that Mother ‘isn’t well’ which hints that Chris is indeed ignoring the truth. 
 
CHRIS: Mother…I’m going away… (To Ann alone) I know what you’re thinking, Annie. It’s true. I’m 
yellow. I was made yellow in this house because I suspected my father but I did nothing about it…(Act 
Three, 87) 
As an audience, by the time we get to Act Three and witness Chris’ admittance to having consciously 
buried his suspicions all along, we begin to sympathetize with the impossible plight of having to chose to 
open one’s eyes to the sins of one’s own father and allow justice to take its course, feeding into the 
tragedy.  
 
“ The quality in such plays that does shake us, derives form the underlying fear of being displaced, the disaster 
inherent in being torn away from our chosen image of what or who we are in this world.(Miller)” 
 
The multiple examples in which members of the social world of Miller’s play seemingly collude in their 
ignorance point towards an innate fragility in their modes of existence. Too much had been tampered 
with in the social fabric of their community due to the devastation of war; where innocent lives have 
been lost, families have shrunk, and desperation ruled their behaviours,  such that moral frameworks and 
connections to the once clear-cut social contract had become complex. Each of the characters involved 
in this denial do so for their own preservation of not only their identities but the collective consciousness 
that enables them to continue living the only way they know how, seemingly free from conflict and any 
need to face harsh facts.  
 
IMPULSE OF TRUTH: THE TRUTH WILL [NOT] SET YOU FREE 
As such, Miller presents denial as a social phenomenon in the world of the play where everyone chooses to 
ignore what they can. However, Miller ultimately portrays how the very act of denial triggers the impulses 
of truth that would lead to the destruction of self, family and community.  
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CHRIS: Are you through now? 
GEORGE: (surging back at him) I'm not through now! (Back to Ann) Dad was afraid. He 
wanted Joe there if he was going to do it. But Joe can't come down... He's sick. Sick! He 
suddenly gets the flu! Suddenly! …Now what're you going to do?... What're you going to do? 
CHRIS: What are you going to do, George? … 
GEORGE: The court didn't know your father! But you know him. You know in your heart Joe 
did it. 
CHRIS: (whirling him around) Lower your voice or I'll throw you out of here! 
GEORGE: You know your father — 
CHRIS: I know him well. (Act Two, 59-60) 
 
George’s entrance brings with him the rising tension as the truth becomes increasingly muddied leading up 
to the climax of Mother’s slip and Keller’s peripeteia. For the awful past is ‘always present and cannot be 
denied’ (Centola) and this scene is a direct example of how as the ‘past infiltrates the present, the present 
interrogates the past.’ Even as Chris and Ann brush off George’s accusations and interrogations as 
misplaced, Keller’s character and the basis of his actions are immediately put into dispute, as the issuance 
of a challenge, ‘what are you going to do’ towards Ann and George, places the audience at the heart of the 
drama, and the impulse of truth is set into motion. The unrelenting force with which George’s accusations 
flow, ‘surging back at him’ mimic the determination that the impulse of truth has in unearthing the crimes 
of the past. Even as Keller’s integrity is brought into question, and Chris begins to evade the issue in denial 
of Keller’s wrongdoings, the stage is set for Mother’s slip in page 71.  
 
 
GEORGE: (turns to Keller)  You too, Joe, you're amazingly the same. The whole atmosphere is. 
KELLER: Say, I ain’t got time to get sick.  
MOTHER: He hasn’t been laid up in fifteen years. 
KELLER: Except my flu during the war.  (Act Two, 71) 
 
MOTHER: Nothing. You have nothing to say. Now I say. He’s coming back, and everybody has got to 
wait… Your brother’s alive, darling, because if he’s dead, your father killed him. Do you understand me 
now? As long as you live, that boy is alive. God does not let a son be killed by his father. Now you see, don’t 
you? Now you see. (Beyond control, she hurries up and into the house.) 
KELLER: (Chris has not moved. He speaks insinuatingly, questioningly) She’s out of her mind. 
CHRIS: (in a broken whisper) Then… you did it? (Act Two, 75) 
 
Mother’s slip gives way to a crumbling of Keller’s integrity as Chris’ defenses now fall away. Although 
Mother persists in denying Joe’s culpability, her truth-effacing speech of ‘now I say’, ‘has got to wait’ 
ultimately result in a loss of control that give way to the admission of truth. Likewise, it is Joe’s web of lies 
that triggers the revelation of truth that he was never sick. Joe’s denial of his responsibility eventually results 
in consequences that increasingly threaten the stability of the family and reality that he and Mother 
attempted to preserve which culminates in the destruction of the family and eventually his own life.  
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 [see pgs 76-78 for the confrontation between Chris and Keller. ]  
 
Through the stage directions, we see how even in the intense exchange where in the repudiation of 
culpability the dynamics of the exchange mimic the pursuance of truth hot on the heels of denial. The 
manner in which the movements of Chris close in on Keller physically depicts this onslaught of judgement, 
effectively showing us how denial has indeed set into motion the unraveling of the deepest, darkest truths 
that shatter the very notions of self and community that Miller’s characters sought to preserve, inviting 
suspense. For all of Keller’s justifications, his pleas for Chris to ‘see it human’ fade into a deafening silence 
as the biggest element to the big picture is brought in, and Larry’s letter to Ann glaringly points towards 
Keller’s inability to deny his guilt and shirk accountability for his crimes any longer even as he comes to his 
anagnorisis that they were ‘all [his] sons’.  
 
 
CHRIS: (reads)…My Dear Ann: ...— I can't bear to live any more…How could he have done that? Every 
day three or four men never come back and he sits back there doing 'business'.... I don't know how to tell 
you what I feel.... I can't face anybody... I tell you, Ann, if I had him there now I could kill him..." (Keller 
grabs the letter from Chris's hand and reads it. After a long pause) Now blame the world. Do you understand 
that letter? 
KELLER: (speaking almost inaudibly) I think I do. Get the car. I'll put on my jacket. (He turns 
and starts slowly for the house. Mother rushes to intercept him) 
… 
KELLER: (looking at letter in his hand) Then what is this if it isn't telling me? Sure, he was my son. But I 
think to him they were all my sons. And I guess they were, I guess they were. I'll be right down. (Exits into 
house) 
 
From the letter and its deep emotional effects on Keller, in surveying the deeper message Miller attempts 
to extol, the further one attempts to detach oneself from the intricate interelatedness of being and of  
responsibility to society at large, the more likely one’s acts of transgression against his larger community 
will return to render judgement. Transgressions such as Keller’s actions do indeed circle back to strike the 
ones we most desperately attempt to protect, namely Larry and even Chris,  and the cruel realisation of 
this paradox is a bitter truth indeed, leading to immense tragedy.  
 
CONCLUSION 
The play therefore illustrates that “not only does denial dehumanize, by nullifying the value of the social 
contract through the justification of indefensible anti-social acts, but it also intensifies the personal 
anguish and the irremediable alienation that plunge an individual into despair and bring about his tragic 
suicide” (Guthrie, 29). As such, Miller’s ultimate presentation of the paradox of denial implies that “the 
very defense mechanism that is employed to justify the rightness of a socially reprehensible act can 
ultimately become the exclusive means by which an individual self-destructs”(Centola, 62).   


